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Tool assists data analysis from on-farm research
LINCOLN, Neb. — A new tool,
Farm Stat, is available on the Nebraska
On-Farm Research Network website.
Farm Stat enables growers and agronomists to easily run statistical analysis
of their own research studies.
“Each year we discuss that a statistical analysis can help producers have
more confidence in their research results,” said Laura Thompson, Nebraska
Extension educator. “But until now,

we did not have a free and easy-to-use
tool that enabled them to conduct these
analyses themselves.”
Farm Stat is accessed online and
allows producers or agronomists to
specify how many treatments and
replications their unique study had and
then enter their yield data or other data
to be statistically analyzed.
The program will quickly produce a
complete statistical analysis of variance

that can be saved as a PDF.
“One of the features I’m most excited about is the straightforward conclusion statements that the tool provides,”
Thompson said. “At the end of the
report, users will see a statement that
plainly describes whether there was a
statistically significant difference in the
treatments they were studying.
“For example, the statement might
say ‘starter fertilizer had a statistically

higher yield than the no starter fertilizer check.’”
The tool has several layers of functionality. Data can be imported manually for analysis or uploaded as an
Excel file.
Data from an analysis session can
also be saved and re-imported for
See TOOL
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‘This
system
holds
promise’

Standard digital
camera, AI monitor soil
moisture for affordable,
smart irrigation

ADELAIDE, Australia — Australian researchers have developed a
cost-effective new technique to monitor
soil moisture using a standard digital
camera and machine learning technology.
Current methods for sensing soil
moisture are problematic -- buried
sensors are susceptible to salts in the
substrate and require specialized hardware for connections, while thermal
imaging cameras are expensive and
can be compromised by climatic conditions such as sunlight intensity, fog,
and clouds.
Researchers from The University of
South Australia and Baghdad’s Middle
Technical University have developed a
cost-effective alternative that may make
precision soil monitoring simple and
affordable in almost any circumstance.
A team including UniSA engineers
Dr. Ali Al-Naji and Javaan Chahl said
they have successfully tested a system
that uses a standard digital camera to
accurately monitor soil moisture under
a wide range of conditions.
“The system we trialed is simple,
robust and affordable, making it promising technology to support precision
agriculture,” Al-Naji said. “It is based
See SYSTEM
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Farmers participating in a multi-university research project will be trained on the use of various nitrogen management tools to
help evaluate their aid in in-season decision making.
Photo by Bayer

Researchers seeking Del., Md. farmers
NEWARK, Del. — Researchers
from the University of Maryland and
University of Delaware are looking for
farmers throughout both states to participate in a research project evaluating
decision making surrounding adoption
of nitrogen management tools including commercially available nitrogen
models, drone imagery and Pre-Sidress
Nitrate Test.
The researchers plan to implement
a field trial in the 2021 growing season
that contains six nitrogen rates applied
to corn in four replicates in strips (about
15 feet wide by 300 feet long) totaling
about 2.5 acres.
Participants will be trained on the

use of various nitrogen management
tools and will be paid for their participation in the trial pending eligibility to
receive EQIP funding.
The researchers said participants
must have the ability to apply prescribed nitrogen rates and record yield
at harvest using a calibrated yield
monitor.
Participants will be required to
participate in a pre-season interview
in April, a one-on-one post-harvest
debrief session and a focus group in
November or December, all likely
taking place virtually.
Farmers who have not previously
partnered with Extension on research

projects are also encouraged to participate.
For more information, contact
Dr. Nicole Fiorellino at University of
Maryland at nfiorell@umd.edu or Dr.
Amy Shober at University of Delaware
at ashober@udel.edu.
The project titled, “A solutions-based
evaluation of barriers to farmer adoption of in-season nitrogen decision
support tools,” is funded through Natural Resource Conservation Service
Conservation Innovation Grant OnFarm Conservation Innovation Trials
grant program awarded to University of
Maryland, University of Delaware, and
Pennsylvania State University in 2020.
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New technologies important for crop farming
By MICHAEL BOEHLJE
and MICHAEL LANGMEIR
(Editor’s note: Michael Boehlje is
a distinguished professor emeritus in
Purdue University’s Department of
Agricultural Economics and Michael
Langemeier is the associate director
for Purdue’s Center for Commercial
Agriculture. This article appeared in
farmdoc Daily on March 5.)
Adoption of technology has been
important to production agriculture
for decades.
Through the adoption of technology and improved managerial practices, aggregate agricultural U.S. farm
output in the United States tripled
from 1948 to 2017 with almost no
corresponding increase in aggregate
input, according to the USDA’s Economic Research Service. For several
reasons, the adoption of technology
in production agriculture is expected
to accelerate in the next decade.
This article discusses types of
technology that are currently being
adopted or that are likely to be adopted in the near future.
Changes to Crop Agriculture
Crop farming around the world is
See CROP
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Technology is
redefining agriculture

Mangoes, as well as other soft fruits, have large seeds inside that can alter the
propagation of surface waves in ways that are detrimental to measurements.
Photo courtesy Getty

Contactless method used for
timely harvest of soft fruits

TOKYO — Scientists are developing a convenient technique to measure
ripeness using laser-induced plasma
shockwaves and the ensuing vibrations on the fruit’s surface
Most people are probably familiar
with the unpleasant feeling of eating
overripe or underripe fruit.
Those who work in agriculture are

tasked with ensuring a timely harvest
so that ripeness is at an optimal point
when the fruit is sold, both to minimize the amount of fruit that goes to
waste and maximize the quality of the
final product.
See FRUITS
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The general public still has the
image of a man in overalls sitting on
a three-legged stool milking a cow
by hand as their idea of a farmer.
Nothing could be further from the
truth.
Agriculture is one of the most
technologically-advanced industries
and many headlines today herald
autonomous equipment.
Each of the major equipment
manufacturers have an autonomous
tractor on the horizon — like,
“it doesn’t even have a cab”
autonomous.
You probably haven’t seen one
of these in real life yet, although it
is entirely likely that over the last
several years you’ve seen tractors
outfitted to run grain carts driverless.
Undoubtedly, you know irrigation
systems now have sensors that
respond to real-time field conditions.
Maybe you or your crop
consultant are scouting with drones
now. The trend that encompasses all
of these examples? Mobile apps.
Everything can be done with or
tracked from your phone, right at
your fingertips!
On my family’s farm, we just
installed two robotic milkers.
We’re a month in, and it’s hands
down one of the best decisions we’ve
ever made. Cows are healthier.
Milk production and quality are
up — a task that used to take several

CREDIT
CORNER
By EMILY SNYDER
EXPRESS Relationship Manager
MidAtlantic Farm Credit
people is on its way to becoming a
one man show.
Why the shift? Labor is a huge
challenge no matter what kind of
operation you have, and especially
for seasonal work.
Saving time and creating
efficiency are key to success. And
honestly, some of this technology
really isn’t cost-prohibitive anymore.
The grain cart I mentioned? That
system is around $55,000. One
robotic milker? About $150,000.
I bet your payroll numbers versus
the cost of equipment over its useful
life would be intriguing.
A simple piece of innovation is the
Farm Credit EXPRESS equipment
financing program, offered through
MidAtlantic Farm Credit.
FCE offers competitive rates and
See SNYDER
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Drones vs. moths: Dutch using high tech to protect crops
MONSTER, Netherlands (AP)
— Dutch cress grower Rob Baan has
enlisted high-tech helpers to tackle a
pest in his greenhouses: palm-sized
drones seek and destroy moths that
produce caterpillars that can chew up
his crops.
“I have unique products where you
don’t get certification to spray chemicals and I don’t want it,” Baan said in
an interview in a greenhouse bathed
in the pink glow of LED lights that
help his seedlings grow. His company,
Koppert Cress, exports aromatic seedlings, plants and flowers to top-end
restaurants around the world.
A keen adopter of innovative tech-

Fruits ...
Continued from Page 2

To this end, a number of techniques
to assess fruit ripeness have been
developed, each with their respective
advantages and disadvantages depending on the type of produce.
Although biochemical and optical
methods exist, mechanical techniques
are the most widely used.
They indirectly assess ripeness
based on the fruit’s firmness.
In turn, firmness is quantified by
observing the vibrations that occur
on the fruit when mechanical energy
is accurately delivered through devices such as hammers, pendulums,
or speakers. Unfortunately, these
approaches fall short for softer fruits,
which are more readily damaged by
the contact devices used.
I n a re ce nt st udy publ ishe d
in Foods, a team of scientists from
Japan addressed this issue through an
innovative method for measuring the
firmness of soft fruits using laser-induced plasma.
This work is a sort of follow-up
of a previous study in which LIP
was used to quantify the firmness of
harder fruits.
But what is LIP and how is it used?
Plasma is a state of matter similar to
the gaseous state but in which most
particles have an electric charge.

System ...
Continued from Front Page

on a standard video camera which
analyses the differences in soil color
to determine moisture content. We
tested it at different distances, times
and illumination levels, and the system
was very accurate.”
The camera was connected to an
artificial neural network (ANN) a form
of machine learning software that the
researchers trained to recognize different soil moisture levels under different
sky conditions.
Using this ANN, the monitoring
system could potentially be trained
to recognize the specific soil condi-

nology in his greenhouses, Baan
turned to PATS Indoor Drone Solutions, a startup that is developing
autonomous drone systems as greenhouse sentinels, to add another layer
of protection for his plants.
The drones themselves are basic,
but they are steered by smart technology aided by special cameras that scan
the airspace in greenhouses.
The drones instantly kill the moths
by flying into them, destroying them
in midair.
“So it sees the moth flying by, it
knows where the drone is ... and then
it just directs the drone towards the
moth,” said PATS chief technical of-

ficer Kevin van Hecke.
There weren’t any moths around
on a recent greenhouse visit by The
Associated Press, but the company has
released video shot in a controlled environment that shows how one bug is
instantly pulverized by a drone rotor.
The drones form part of an array of
pest control systems in Baan’s greenhouses that also includes other bugs,
pheromone traps and bumblebees.
The drone system is the brainchild
of former students from the Technical
University in Delft who thought up the
idea after wondering if they might be
able to use drones to kill mosquitoes
buzzing around their rooms at night.

Baan says the drone control system is smart enough to distinguish
between good and bad critters.
“You don’t want to kill a ladybug,
because a ladybug is very helpful
against aphids,” he said. “So they
should kill the bad ones, not the good
ones. And the good ones are sometimes very expensive — I pay at least
50 cents for one bumblebee, so I don’t
want them to kill my bumblebees.”
The young company is still working to perfect the technology.
“It’s still a development product,

This energetic state can be produced
in normal air by focusing a high-intensity laser beam onto a small volume. Because the generated plasma
“bubble” is unstable, it immediately
expands, sending out shockwaves at
ultrasonic speeds. Professor Naoki
Hosoya and colleagues at Shibaura
Institute of Technology had successfully used LIP shockwaves generated
close to the surface of apples to excite
a type of vibration called 0S2 mode,
colloquially referred to as “football
mode vibration” because of how the
resulting deformation looks on spherical bodies. They then verified that the
frequency of the 0S2 mode vibrations
was correlated with the firmness of
the fruit.
However, soft fruits do not exhibit 0S2 mode vibrations, so the team
had to analyze an alternative type of
oscillation: Rayleigh waves. These are
waves that occur exclusively on the
surface of bodies without penetrating
far into the interior. Using Kent mangoes, a setup for generating LIP, and
commercially available laser-based
vibrometers, the scientists verified
that the velocity at which Rayleigh
waves propagate is directly related to
the firmness of the mangoes. Because
the propagation velocity markedly decreases with storage time, it provides
a reliable way to indirectly assess
ripeness.
The team went further and looked
for the best position on the mangoes’
surface to determine the velocity of

Rayleigh waves. Mangoes, as well
as other soft fruits, have large seeds
inside, which can alter the propagation of surface waves in ways that are
detrimental to measurements. “The results of our experiments indicate that
Rayleigh waves along the ‘equator’
of the mango are better for firmness
assessment compared to those along
the ‘prime meridian’,” Hosoya said.
The experiments also revealed
that cavities within the fruit’s flesh or
decay can greatly affect the results of
the measurements.
Thus, as Hosoya added, they will
keep investigating which is the best
area to measure firmness in mangoes

using their novel approach.
In short, the research team at has
engineered an innovative strategy
to assess the ripeness of soft fruits
from outside. “Our system, is suitable
for non-contact and non-destructive
firmness assessment in mangoes
and potentially other soft fruits that
do not exhibit the usual 0S2 mode
vibrations,” Hosoya said. “Further refinement of such firmness assessment
methods will hopefully make them
more reliable and accessible for the
agricultural industry. With any luck,
their widespread adoption will ensure
that fruits reach your plate only when
the time is ripe!”

tions of any location, allowing it to be
customized for each user and updated
for changing climatic circumstances,
ensuing maximum accuracy.
“Once the network has been trained
it should be possible to achieve controlled irrigation by maintaining the
appearance of the soil at the desired
state,” Chahl said.
“Now that we know the monitoring
method is accurate, we are planning to
design a cost-effective smart-irrigation
system based on our algorithm using a
microcontroller, USB camera and water pump that can work with different
types of soils.
“This system holds promise as a tool
for improved irrigation technologies in
agriculture in terms of cost, availability
and accuracy under changing climatic
conditions.”

See DRONES
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ARS scientists luring stink
bugs to pinpoint their doom
KEARNEYSVILLE, W.Va. — A
team of USDA-Agricultural Research
Service scientists from the Invasive
Insect Biocontrol and Behavior Laboratory in Beltsville, Md., and the
Appalachian Fruit Research Station
in Kearneysville, W.Va. is looking
into “attractive” ways to kill brown
marmorated stink bugs.
As well as being household pests,
these invasive bugs from Asia have a
voracious appetite for fruit and vegetable crops and can cause significant
destruction. In 2010, the insects
caused $37 million in damage to
apples alone because there are few, if
any, natural enemies here to keep the
pests under control.
The ARS team identif ied the
BMSB pheromone and a “synergist,”
which enhances attraction of the

Tool ...

Continued from Front Page

further analysis another time. Several
training videos and a user’s guide are
available to help users get started. The
“FarmStat Complete Guide” video

pheromone, and with university collaborators around the country, they
developed lures that are now commercially available.
The lures can be used with cropcompatible trap designs to measure
BMSB presence, relative abundance,
and seasonal activity. The biological
information generated by these baited
traps enables growers to better manage BMSB on their farms.
These pheromone lures are also
part of an attract-andkill system that
ARS researchers at Kearneysville
are developing. When paired with a
BMSB host plant, like an apple tree,
these lures attract and trap the bugs.
This enables growers to treat only
the baited trees rather than the entire
orchard — reducing the area treated
by more than 90 percent.

Support scientist Starker Wright (left) and entomologist Tracy Leskey inspect traps
baited with experimental pheromone lures. The lures are being tested for brown
marmorated stink bug attraction.
Photo courtesy Stephen Ausmus, USDA-ARS

— featuring an introduction to the
program as well as a short tutorial —
is included on the ‘Welcome’ page of
Farm Stat and can also be found on
the Nebraska On-Farm Research Network’s YouTube page. The user’s guide
provides a detailed explanation of Farm
Stat functionality and how to use the
program. This resource is also linked
within the Farm Stat program. Excel

spreadsheet templates for organizing
data from randomized complete block
designs and completely randomized
designs are also offered within the
program.
Jackson Stansell, a biological systems engineering graduate student
who oversaw the development effort
said, “Farm Stat was developed to be
straightforward for any user with data

to analyze from typical agricultural
experiments. I highly encourage potential users to watch the video tutorial resources as an orientation to the
program. Then, let Farm Stat help you
analyze and get value from your data!”
The Nebraska On-Farm Research
Network Farm Stat is available for free
at cropwatch.unl.edu/farmstat-welcome.
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CRISPR promising to offer editing for climate change
QUEENSL AND, Australia —
Gene editing technology will play a
vital role in climate-proofing future
crops to protect global food supplies,
according to scientists at The University of Queensland.
Biotechnologist Dr. Karen Massel
from UQ’s Centre for Crop Science
has published a review of gene editing

Crop ...
Continued from Page 2

undergoing a profound technological
transition. The management of production is moving toward increased
micro-management of production activities by individual field or location
within a field driven by site-specific
information about environmental,
biological, and economic factors that
affect physical output, profitability,
and soil and water quality.
Increased use of monitoring
technology will greatly expand the
amount of information available
regarding what affects plant growth
and well-being.
This will be made possible by
innovations in sensors to use in
monitoring and control systems,
communication technologies, and
data analytics. In addition, greater understanding of how various
growth and environmental factors
interact is forthcoming.
This understanding will then
be incorporated into management
systems to determine optimum
combinations of inputs at the field or
within a field level.
Precision farming in crop production includes the use of global positioning systems, yield monitors, and
variable rate application technology
to more precisely apply crop inputs
to enhance growth, lower cost, and
reduce environmental degradation.
Growing crops through precision production practices might be
described as “biological manufacturing” which combines biotechnology
and nutritional technology; monitoring, measuring, and information
technology; and process control
technology.
The critical linchpin among
these “technologies buckets” for
successful execution is the data and
information that can be continuously
captured and utilized to manage the
system and intervene in real time to
control and enhance the plant growth
process.
The transition of production
agriculture from an industry that
grows crops to one that biologically
manufactures raw materials with
specific attributes and characteristics
for food and industrial use products
is well underway.
The discussion below will focus
on three types of technology: biotechnology and nutritional technology; monitoring, measuring, and
information technology; and process
control technology.

technologies such as CRISPR-Cas9
to safeguard food security in farming
systems under stress from extreme
and variable climate conditions.
“Farmers have been manipulating
the DNA of plants using conventional
breeding technologies for millennia,
and now with new gene-editing technologies, we can do this with unprec-

edented safety, precision and speed,”
Massel said.
“This type of gene editing mimics
the way cells repair in nature,” she
said.
Her review recommended integrating CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing into
modern breeding programs for crop
improvement in cereals.

Energy-rich cereal crops such as
wheat, rice, corn and sorghum provide
two-thirds of the world’s food energy
intake.
“Just 15 plant crops provide 90
percent of the world’s food calories,”

Biotechnology and
Nutritional Technology
The focus of biotechnology and
nutritional technology is to manipulate the growth, attribute development, and deterioration process in
plant production.
An improved scientific base
impacts not only plant growth but
attribute development and is providing additional capacity to manipulate
and control processes.
Also, biotechnology is advancing
our capacity to control and manipulate plant growth and development
including attribute composition (for
example, starch or amino acid composition) through genetic manipulation.
By combining nutritional and
biotechnology concepts with mechanical and other technologies
to control or adjust the growth
environment (temperature, humidity and moisture, pest and disease
infestation, etc.), the process control
approach and thinking that is part of
the assembly line used in mechanical
manufacturing becomes closer to
reality in biological manufacturing.
Monitoring, Measuring
and Information Technology
The focus of this technology is to
trace the development and/or deterioration of attributes in the plant
growth process, and to measure the
impact of controllable and uncontrollable variables that are impacting
that growth process.
In crop production, yield monitors, global positioning systems,
global information systems, satellite
or aerial photography and imagery,
weather monitoring and measuring
systems, and plant and soil sensing
systems are part of this technology.
In future years, in-plant sensors
to detect growth rates and disease
characteristics may be available.
These systems will be tied to
growth models to detect ways to
improve plant growth performance,
as well as to financial and physical
performance accounting systems to
monitor overall performance.
The computer technology to
manipulate the massive amounts
of information is readily available;
new monitoring and measuring
technology including near-infrared
and electromagnetic scanning is now
being developed to measure a broad
spectrum of characteristics of the
plant growth process.
Process Control Technology
The concept of process control
technology is to intervene with the
proper adjustments or controls that
will close the gap any time actual
performance of a process deviates

from potential performance.
Greenhouse production increasingly utilizes such technology to
manipulate sunlight, humidity,
temperature, and other characteristics of the plant growth environment.
Irrigation systems are an example of
this technology in field crop production; modern irrigation systems tied
to weather stations and plant and soil
sensors automatically turn irrigation
systems on and off to ensure that
moisture levels are adequate for optimum growth.
Variable rate application of fertilizer and chemicals and row shut-off
technology are current examples of
process control technology in rainfed crop production.
Modern precision planter technology that automatically adjusts seed
placement, depth, and soil coverage
based on soil sensors is another
example.
Combining real time monitoring
and measuring technology with
anytime intervention process control technology has the potential to
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Can artificial intelligence help growers win war on weeds?
WESTMINSTER, Colo. — Weed
control in vegetables, flowers and herbs
can be incredibly labor intensive. Now,
though, labor shortages are creating
tough challenges for growers and driving food prices higher for consumers.
Could intelligent weeding machines
be the answer? Based on technology
advances made to date, experts with the
Weed Science Society of America say
the answer is likely yes. In fact, artificial intelligence-driven machines are
already being used in vegetable crops
and in other areas of specialty farming.
Automated lettuce thinners, for
example, have become widely adopted
and can thin an entire acre of lettuce in
minutes. These machines use precisely
targeted spot-spraying to reduce the

CRISPR ...
Continued from Page 5

Massel said. “It’s a race between a
changing climate and plant breeders’
ability to produce crops with genetic
resilience that grow well in adverse
conditions and have enriched nutritional qualities.
“The problem is that it takes too
long for breeders to detect and make
that genetic diversity available to
farmers, with a breeding cycle aver-

crop to the desired spacing for optimum growth.
Distinguishing crops from weeds,
though, is a significantly more difficult
task, experts say. Weeds come in a
wide variety of colors, shapes and sizes.
In addition, crop foliage can grow in an
overlapping pattern or can be hidden by
surrounding weeds.
Some companies and public research teams have successfully used
computer vision, artificial intelligence
and very powerful computers to distinguish crops from weeds on a small
scale. One example: First-generation,
vision-based “intelligent cultivators”
are now available for use by specialty
crop growers.
These hoeing machines use pattern

recognition to determine the spacing of
crops and the width of planting rows —
using the information to guide knives
in and out of the crop row to remove
weeds.
Similar technology is powering new
intelligent sprayers that can precisely
apply herbicides to weeds only without
having to spray the entire field.
Such automated tools hold important advantages over both broadcast
herbicides and hand weeding, experts
say. Intelligent devices are less costly
to develop than herbicides and can be
adapted to dozens of crops — whether
conventionally or organically grown.
They eliminate the need for backbreaking manual labor and allow any
herbicides used to be applied more

selectively.
Though automated weed control
solutions are now available, they have
yet to be broadly adopted.
Current systems are simply unable
to differentiate weeds from crops at
a sufficient ground speed to support
wide-scale adoption.
A team at the University of California, Davis is actively working on a solution that can help machines quickly and
reliably distinguish friend from foe.
They propose using smart marking
techniques to make crops “machine
readable” and easy to distinguish from
weeds. In field experiments, they have
trained robots to detect and distinguish
99.7 percent of crop plants, even in
fields with high weed densities.

aging about 15 years for cereal crops.
“Plus CRISPR allows us to do
things we can’t do through conventional breeding in terms of generating
novel diversity and improving breeding for desirable traits.”
In proof-of-concept studies, Massel
and colleagues at the Queensland Alliance for Agriculture and Food Innovation applied gene editing technology
to sorghum and barley pre-breeding
programs.
“In sorghum, we edited the plant’s
genes to unlock the digestibility level
of the available protein and to boost
its nutritional value for humans and

livestock,” she said. “We’ve also used
gene-editing to modify the canopy
architecture and root architecture of
both sorghum and barley, to improve
water use efficiency.”
Massel’s research also compared
the different genome sequences of
cereals — including wild variants
and ancestors of modern cereals — to
differences in crop performance in
different climates and under different
kinds of stresses.
“Wild varieties of production crops
serve as a reservoir of genetic diversity, which is especially valuable when it
comes to climate resilience,” she said.

“We are looking for genes or gene
networks that will improve resilience
in adverse growing climates.
“Once a viable gene variant is identified, the trick is to re-create it directly in high-performing cultivated crops
without disrupting the delicate balance
of genetics related to production traits.
“These kinds of changes can be so
subtle that they are indistinguishable
from the naturally occurring variants
that inspired them.”
Gene edited crops are not yet grown
in Australia, but biosecurity and safety
risk assessments of the technology are
currently being undertaken.

YIELD DATA ANALYSIS
TRUTERRA INSIGHTS ENGINE
SOIL EC/EM MAPPING
PRECISION SOIL SAMPLING
VARIABLE RATE FERTILIZER
VARIABLE RATE SEED RX
MULTI-PLATFORM DATA CONNECTIVITY:
Climate, MyJohnDeere, AgFinity...

The leading precision agronomy retailer delivering on farm profitability, nutrient
efficiency and sustainability for future generations. Partnering with growers to
understand the full potential of their fields by providing actionable solutions and
support for every acre.

Tim Hushon
443-617-4256
Joe Hushon
800-993-3300

Agronomy internships opportunities still available! Contact Ben Hushon at 443-807-8282
@themillscropexperts

www.themillagronomy.com
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Meristem, Planet Earth Agronomy announce alliance
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Meristem
Crop Performance Group and Planet
Earth Agronomy recently announced
a new strategic product development
alliance designed to bring innovative
biological products to U.S. farmers.
Under the relationship, Meristem
and Planet Earth will work closely to
develop and market yield-enhancing
technology.
“This is the next step in our journey to create the first direct-to-farm
business channel connecting the latest
R&D to 20 million acres and beyond,” says Mitch Eviston, Meristem
Founder and CEO. “Larry Fiene and
his team at Planet Earth Agronomy
have tested and refined new biologicals and biostimulants from all over
the world and together we will bring
them to market at a price point that
helps farmers make the most of every
dollar they spend on these new inputs.
We are happy to have Planet Earth as
a key partner in this effort to serve
farmers and break down barriers to
in-field application of this beneficial
technology.”
Fiene, CEO of Planet Earth, has

Drones ...
Continued from Page 3

but we ... have very good results. We
are targeting moths and we are taking
out moths every night in an autonomous way without human intervention,” said PATS CEO Bram Tijmons.
“I think that’s a good step forward.”
Baan also acknowledges that the
system still needs refining.
“I think they still need too many
drones ... but it will be manageable,
it will be less,” he said. “I think they
can do this greenhouse in the future
maybe with 50 small drones, and then
it’s very beneficial.”

Snyder ...
Continued from Page 2

terms at many local dealerships,
providing easy, on-the-spot financing
for farm equipment, irrigation
systems, equine, and ag commodity
trailers.
This program allows you to take
advantage of cash discounts from
the manufacturer for new or used
equipment, with decisions within
minutes.
Visit farmcreditexpress.com or ask
a local dealer for information about
Farm Credit EXPRESS rates the next
time you need to finance a piece of
equipment or technology for your
farm.

Look for our annual
‘Legacies’ supplement
in the April 20 issue!

30-plus years of experience in providing agronomic answers to grower
challenges.
He says the alliance with Meristem will boost promising microbial
solutions into the marketplace faster
and extend the reach of Planet Earth
Agronomy to more new farmers and
independent, locally-controlled retailers.
“Farmers need real-life solutions
that work under the stress of efficient,
intensive crop production,” says Fiene.
“We’re finding new methods of making biologicals and synthetics work

together, be effective in the spray tank
or on dry fertilizer and provide a better
(return on investment) for growers.”
Meristem is building their initial
biological lineup, including products
to aid in the breakdown on crop residue and enhance nutrient release,
industry leading microbial packages
for corn and soybeans, and a best-inclass stress mitigation product.
“The biological revolution is in full
swing, and farmers are looking for
direction on how these new products
can help,” says Joe Gednalske, product
technology consultant for Meristem.

“Global investments in biologicals are
increasing rapidly and we are thrilled
to work with Larry Fiene and the
Planet Earth team to characterize and
deliver products to farmers that will
deliver practical performance.”
“Consolidation of multinational
players and their traditional reliance
on an antiquated distribution system
makes it difficult for many who are
developing this new innovative technology to find a clear path to market,”
Eviston says. “We are excited to have
a passionate team and new allies to
be a part of the solution for farmers.”
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Customized Technology to help you make the right decisions
for your field. Improve your yield with the technology from Cropx.
This advanced technology captures and analyzes field data to accurately predict
what inputs are needed for sustaining a healthy crop. The data is then used to help you
create enhanced irrigation prescriptions that can be used with Reinke’s center pivots.

FREE CropX® Sensor with the purchase of a
NEW 3 Tower or more system!
Ask about No Payments until January 2023

833 S. DuPont Blvd.
Milford, DE 19963

(302)422-2262

NEED SERVICE?



Scan Here!

We service all brands
of irrigation systems!

